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Basic Detail Report

Bodice

Medium
textile

Description
Dark blouse blouse with brown lining and brown strap at 
waist (on inside) with one hook and eye closure; fitted 
bodice; front is in three layers, or illusion thereof; most 
visible layer shares the appearance of a fitted jacket with 
four blue cloth buttons on the right side of the front 
opening, along with five button holes to their left (by edge 
of opening), and five blue cloth buttons on the left side of 
the front opening; the collar is that of a normal jacket, 
fold-down on each side, lapels; a small dark blue ruffle is 
at the bottom edge of this part of the front; the next layer 
of the front lies beneath the jacket layer and is straight 
fabric that extends the blouse another four or five inches 
at the bottom; the third layer of the blouse lies at the top 
of the jacket layer and acts as a part of the neckline; two 

small pieces of fabric are just under the neckline, one on each side on the front opening; the right piece of 
fabric has three button holes while the left piece has three blue cloth buttons; one hook and eye closure is 
at the bottom of these fabric pieces; this layer gives the appearance of a shirt under the jacket layer; 
jacket layer cotinues around blouse to its back, as well as the straight layer beneath it; the straight layer 
has a gathered piece of fabric down its middle that begins at the waistline and extends to the blouse's 
bottom edge; the gathered fabric extends seven inches in either direction at the bottom edge; the jacket 
layer frames this embellishment with pleats on either side that are surrounded by gathered fabric (on sides 
and bottom of pleats); the right pleat has a blue cloth button in the upper left corner and three blue cloth 
buttons across its bottom; the left pleat should mirror this, but has only one button in the middle of the 
pleat's bottom edge; the sleeves are gathered at the top and puffed; the sleeves narrow down at the 
elbow to become more fitted to the wrist; the cuffs are four inches wide and have an extra fold on the 
front, a sort of right triangle with the base sewn at the outside edge of the sleeve and the point extending 
inward toward the blouse's bodice; part of a dress ---- ---- From Kralovice, owned by Anna Kra'lona 
Hubhora, part-time milliner(?) from Vienna; Her father was a member of the Senate (Josef) ----

Dimensions
Overall: 30 in. (76.2 cm)


